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ABSTRACT 
•. 
Two existing· production .smoothing and inventory control models · 
· have been compared., One is a 1 ineai;. progranuning model ( simJ?lex tech-
- -·; ~ 
•·· 
., 
nique) .and the second model combines a linear inventory and manpower 
. I 
adjustment rule with a quadratic production cost function. 
· Th~ ·model .ririmparison is based on the results.obtained by simu-
·1ati"on from -a 24 factorial experiment. The factors varied are (l)· a· 
J . 
variable market, (2) market trend, ( 3) .hiring and firing costs and 
\, .•· (4) inventory.storage cost. 
• I 
1, 
The results indicate there· is no significant cost difference in 
the two models in relation to the measurement variables (1) total cost 
and (2) -~the c·umulative premium costs. However, ·significant differences 
exist w.ith three of the·variables which are a part of premium.costs. 
.t - . 
The var1ables, ·Overtime and· iqletirne, were significa·ntly less for the 
line·ar program model and the costs of manpower· adjus·tment~ were signi- . 
. ficantly less for the quadratic model. .Xhe quadratic model requires 
1/120 of the compu~er time required by the linear program to perform 
'· 
the production smoothing for the same period! 
/. 
. " 
. 1- _,..:["" _ 
____ _:_____.._;.;...._,._ :'-~----· :__ __ ..___:_ .. ____._--~....,...._------., ~~ .... -.-~-~1 ... ~.-.. 
.···.·· 
'\ 
• .• q.a. 
,::, 
• . I ;, » •. 
·,v: 
• 
J. ' ,... 
. , - I~ . . 
--:-. . .. r· , 
~-""""C.....----1 
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-· . Statement of the Problem 
.. 
/ 






--··· __ -._. ·•rr' 
~--_-
This paper presents a comparison of the performance of two pro-
-.d-uction 'smoothing models under identical SQ.OP parameters and __ production 
requirements tq determine if any significant differences· in costs 
exist. One model is a linear program developed and applied to '-'shop x" · 
. I • 
,b;· Elmaghraby, Jeske, and. O' Malley< l). _The .second model, which is 
, . 
based on the ,quadratic production costs concept dev~loped by Modgliani 
, I 
- . d H h ( 2 } .. · 1 . d t '' h X~' b Atk . . ( 3) B th d 1 an on , 1s ~PP 1e _ o sop . y .- ins • o mo es are 
specifically concerned with the problem of how much to produce in each 
period of·a multi-period ·planning horizon so as to minimize the combined 
. . 
costs of inventor·y, overtime, .idletime and manpower adjustments.· ~ 
The shop under consider~tion is termed "labor limited" since the 
production r·ate is limited by the number of persons employed rather than 
., 
: by machine capacity. lt is assumed· that. the equipment can handle all 
peak loads within practical limits and that t_he over-all equipment 
I "' 
1 
costs· are dependent on the total volume. There is no limitation on 
r 
the amount of inventory1 or changes in the production rate per month. 
-·. 




~--:_ -----r;··-,·1mag'hr.aby·, ·s., E., J .• ,· w,,,~ Jeske, and h.9" L~ O' Malley, "An ·operation~-. --~.L---~- .. -. !~ . 
i :, . - - - - - - '' - -- - --- . - - - -- -- - --- - 'j, . 








al System for Smoothing Batch-Type Production,·- Presented Irt··nre--~--v---~-·--·--·--7·: 
11th Annual Meet.ing of the Institute ·of Management ·Science, 'Pitts-· '.!': 
,::/ 
burgh, Pam, March, 19640 1 0 
Modigliani, F.- and Fo Hohn, "Production-Planning Overtime and the 
_ Nature of the Expectation and Planning Horizon," Econometrica, 
Vol. 23, No. 1 (Jano 1955), PPo 46-66'1. 
. . '' .. ' .. -At_kins, a., A Study of a Proposed. Productio)l and Inveptory Control 
Model. Formulated by Combining a Linear Cost Manpower Adjustment -
' '' 
- Rule witl1 Modigliani" and Hohn s Quadratic Production Cost Model, 
Lehitgh University,··May, · 1964. -, r 
I • 
2 . •-" -..._ 
. ~· - . 
. . 
. •'-. :· .. 
,, 
I 
.... • • • ----------· •e- -- • -
'; 
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I . 
. .... ~ 
Over.time is restricted to 20% of the reg~lar working hours. The· fore-
ciits are, giv~n in labor hours since se~eral different products are 
' l •• 
produced in the shop. The cost~ to -be accounted for are regular .t.ime, 
• 
. I 
ove·rtime, idle time, inventory, hiring and -firing. The actual shop 
· costs associated with these variables are given in Appendix B • 
.. 
Because· the cost of backorders is extremely. high·~~ r·estric_tion, 
that the planned inventory. plus production must equal or exceed t-he 
/ ;,. ~ forecasts for each· period in the horizon ·is placed on the models. In 
actual ___ application backo~ders can ,occur because of poor forecasts orJ · 
failure to meet the production schedule •. Wh~n the demand is less than 
, the f precast and an -inven_5Ary is created, eac·h, model is -allowed .. t.~ 
distribute the,inventory through-out the planning horizon in scheduling 
,: '' 
,,, the production. If the demand is greater than production and present 
.. 
inventory, a-backorder is created. The backorder.is assigned·to the 
> 
first and each succeeding periods of the horizon based on a percentage 
-:-==!r::: _ ._ L. I .. 
·} . 
-~'.\'..,..;.-._ --·· . - .. - .. , . -· "'"' 
t;_ 
. l; 
•. !;:~:,,- i 
•·· i ,;,i 
' . 






(20%) of the production capacity of the shop_ until the backorder is 
':['he. sensitivity of each model is tested by changes in the cost 
structure·within the shop and environmental factors which affect demand~ 
... 
. , (2) market trend·, (3) manpower adjustment costs· and (4) inventory 
..... ~ 
. . 
. - ...... 
• l -1' "·~ 
-storag.e costs·. The evaluation of the pe,rformance of the twb smoothing ,, . ·-" 
mbdels will be-based on the meastiremerit·variables (1) tot~l cost, (2) · 
·. premium costs, (3) overtime,· (4) idletime, (5) inventory,· (6l. manpower 
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.·-, .. jp I . 
I 
~-
· the experiment are described in detail in Chapters II and III r~spec-
·tively. 
., .. :'!'·' 
I ! 
.•. ' .. 
·. Amplification of :the· Production Scheduling Problem 
. ,. 
~Mathematically the problem may be stated as the-scheduling of a 
. port.ion, xij , of the product ion in month .!. to use in period J., 
· .. (wh~re i s: j) , with a cost c .. which ,minimizes the total costs. 1J 
mlhimize Z ·= L c .. x .. 
. ij l.J 1J ' 
" 
x . . - 0 when i > j 
1 l..J 
. .. subje:ct to the restriction 




P. - · cumulative productioµ through 'the ith period of the ]. ) -
. :r· 
.. , 
. ... / 
horizon 
h0 - initial inventory 
' 
Si - c~tnulat i ve requirements through . the .! th period c,i 
the horizon 
Since /1:iackorders are not allowed, the cost of allocat·ing production 
fr~n{ period _! to pe'riod j_ is equal t·o the sum ·of the procluction cost 
,. 
plus _the number of pezaiods stored ·times the. storage cost. 
---,----'-- ~ 
·where, <' • 
cp·=.pre>duction cost 
. ;~ 
. _.:.___ . . . ;.. •, - . ''. . ' - ' . . ... -. - - ' . ~ . -------·---~·-- .!--· _ .. _ ·-· ;., • .-.·-~-~- _ ..... ·----- ••.. .;.,. .. ..; .. ·,·-:···-- ,--;--··--- ·---·---·- --- -~ --~--· --·--- -_------ ----;---- .... - ··---·--···· - - -- - - - . 
I_ • '!I~ ·• -~ - . 
.... C5 = storing ·co~t 
'," '• .· '. 
.... 
. ·The ·amount· of product ion scheduled for· the first period of. the 
... 
i - . 
:·: h9ri~on by each mod~-1 ~ay include some production to invent-0ry for use 
. ' ... 
----
-,-.i:tf:·the. succeed~ng periods of the horizon.· -
. ' 
. ~-1 4 
.•. ;:r , 
-~·· .• :_.·-·-:.-·~ ;'. ~ ~--;:. ··-"• •• -• - _-«:..· • .. o· ,,..._. 
. -- .. 
. ! .• ' •·. 
. -- '"' .... - -
. ··- -~· ·-
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the experiJllent are· described in detail. in ·Chapte'rs Il and. lII~-~~spec-· -. // 
/ 
tively ~. / 
Amplification.of the Production Scheduling Problem 




port.ion, x .. , of the product ion in month i to use in period i, 1J 
- ¥.. 
-( where 1 ~ j), with a cost c .. which. minimizes the total costs-. lJ 
mlnimize Z = I: c ·x ij ' ij •ij 
··~ . 
x_ij = O .... when i. >. j 
• I 





. ~ : ..•.. 




ho= initial inventory 
s . 
.. 1 I c1:1mulative requirements·through the ithperiod of 
-
·/ the horizon 1 
Since backorders are not allowed, the cost of allocatlng production 
- •• I from period _! t_o peri0d j_ is equal to the suin of th~ prodµction cost 





~~..:.~.--~----'__,_~~~~---~wlie re--;-. -----·---'-- -------~--· ---- ·-- · ----
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. .,.. The amount of prod~ction scheduled for the .first period of the 
.. ·:,'.99_riz·on b·y each model may include some production t·o inventory for use . 
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••• , , •. , 1 
• ' :! 
The optimum production-schedule is.recalculated.at the end·of each 
l 
' . 
,' period ·wit~_a new inventory. The.new inventory level s different 
from the planned in-ventory since demand is probabili ; ~ic. 
~,.,_- ' 
,·. lf. the cost for a change in pr(?duction capac7 ~Y is zero then the 
•,:, 
._ 




.. ~ ··- .- . 
. Thus the·. inventory charges . are avoided and the minimum cost solution 
for the N periods is defermined ·by the product of the unit production 
.... - . 
costs and the difference in total· requirements and int t_ial inventory. 
,' 
This type of schedule is not feasible since the ,cost associated with 
... - ... . . . . . 
. " 
the change in p~~dOctirin rate is not.consider~d. 
If the forecast for period t of the horizon is less than the 
-
production capacity, the production (pt) stipplies the entire require-
. ' 
~ 
ment for period t. 
-
__ ;-..., 
As the forecast becomes larger th~n Pt, require-
c;;:¢' ' men ts for period t are .. first produced in period t·-1 if slack· is avail-. -,.... 
able. As the forecasts are increased, allocations for period tare 
-
. " . stored for additional time periods. The models optimize the cost of 
',., 
. 
storage, overtime, idletime and the change· in production rate in de-
j• 
"' termining.the· optimum schedule for each. period in-the hbrizon •. 


























The linear programming model uses a method for finding a solution·' . ·_ . r 
. -- ~---. --- --· -. -----·---------·· ---:::-.. - .. _,,,._.___ .. __________ r . 
to a system pf ·simultaneous.linear .. ati.ons and 11ne~r inequalities .• ' I-· 
·------~-------~---c·----- _ A-~olµ-twn-,t-e this type -of_. problem, was prov·1aea by_ r>antzig< ~> in I947, 
I- . 
---~~. t i 
•· 
.. 
. .· ' . 




' with the development of the simple·~ method.. Linear programming, h·as. 
4. -Dantzig, G. B .. , LinearProgranuning and Exten·sions, .Princeton,_ . 
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·. provided a new insight into buginess operatio~s through the mathemati-
cal analysis of the various operating .systems within an organizatton,. 
As a· result .it has·become·an important man~gerial tool with which to 
. improve the eff icie.:p.cy 'of,. operations. Linear programming techniques 
have been applied to scheduling problems in the petroleum, food, rail.;. 
road and many other industries. Production\smoothing models(S) have 
been formulated to meet stipulated requ~re~ents in a manner that 
m~nimize storage costs. 
- -
Modiglia~i ~nd Hohn(G) developed a model which sche~ule.s production . , 
I , . 
over the.planning horizon to meet the given requirements at.the lowest I 
cost for a determint.stic demand and a cost of production that can be 
expressed as a quadrqtic function. Holt, Modigliani, Muth and Simon< 7) 
. ' ' 
extended the quadratic. cost concept and· developed quadratic cost • 
functions for (1) regular payroll, (2)· hiring and layoff, (3). overtime· 
and ( 4) deviations from optimal inventory level. Based on .... the quad- . 
ratio_. approximations, a minimum cost function .was developed which pro-
·vided linear decision rules for. scheduling of aggregate production,. 
. . ..i.,,. 
employment and inventories. ' \ . 
j 
The wo.rk of Holt et. al. was extended by Schild( 7) to include·· 
• 
. . . if, 
· facto~s such as inveD:_t.ories of indiyidual produc.~---.j.tltet:-es-t---f-a-ctors --~~_:.......,..'-'-;-'-'-'--___;_;__._ _____ ~-..;_· -~~~--,-....,-,---.-----
-·· ... ,. 
. 
. 
A . . .• 
to 'discount future·. costs ,and the cost of 'additional temporary sto-rage 










 ,_....._____ _________ _:_c_ 
.. · wheil inve.nt9ry ·exceeds a specified.· level. · The:, si~plicity .of the linear· 
. . ,. _, •, 
--..---.......... -----~------------------
. · .5. · -.see Bi.bi"iography ·references· (3) , (9) , ( 16) • -~ 
.J 
·, 6. -Modigliani, F. ·and .F. E •. ~ohn, op. cit.,· pp. 46-66. 
····:·· .. ,: · : 7_. -.. See ·.Bibliography references (ll)',·(l5). ·:-,.-... 
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decision ru~es was maintaine~. 
I The cost structure of the Modigl:lJ1ni and Hohn (M-H) · model con-
sisted of a convex production cost :function .. and a linear. inventory_ 
cost function. 
. . . . . (8) 
Hoffman and Jacob~ (H-J) treated a similar problem 
by assuming the production cost function to be linear' but added a 





Klein combined the·results of the M-H and H-J models and 
~ 
. . . 
,obtained a convex p~oduction cost fun¢tion, a linear inventory cost 





-Bellman_ and Dreyfus present dynamic programming solutions to 
·a number of schedulingproblems·where it is expedient to follow a I. 
middle path;· balancing one. type of cost agai~st another so as to mini- · 
mize the total cost. One of the mathematical models formulated is 
applicable to the production· scheduling probl-~m considered.. The basic . 
' 
feature of dynamic programming is that an_ optimal decisi~n is reached 
by proceeding from one stage to the next. An optimal solution is A 
. 
., _--:determined for the gi\ren conditions in the first s.tage. The optimal 
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I I. , 
I' solu\ion' from the first set is integrated with th~ next stage. At. ' , r 
· · .. e ac~ St age an , opt_!mal __ ~Q! Ut:!,on,_f r,om ___ al_l' ___ pr_evi OUS ___ S t.~~:.iS ___ .C.ar.ri.ed .. -·,--.,.._-~-· -..-..u-~---~··'r·-,--, -~-.:__~~~_:......,• ':--""•~-c-:----'--~; _G____:..~~--------:-~-~- 1: . 
" I 
·" . 
·, _.,. ' .... 
,.,., .. ·;,: ; 
.. .,, ·. 
. -
. ' . 
' i • If I • 
· forward· to the followi.ng stage. The technique is defined by Bellman ,· 
'; .·. · and. I>reyfus.(8) -.as : .. 
. .. . 
. .. . '. . 
"The Principle of Optim0ali ty. An optimal policy has. the· property 
that whatever the initial. state and initial decisiQn are, the 
._. rema·ining decisions must constitute an optimal policy with regard 
. to the state re~ul ting from the f i.rst decision.'''. 
,~ \-=---''---- ___ .,,-J-
.. ·"-" 
~ 
. ---··-- - ~-------
-... -8., ,see Bibliogr.aphy reference.s (2), (10), (12). 
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_ Comparison of the Two Methods of Representing Production Costs 
Inorder·to compare, the linear programming,mo~tel with the combiner:.!.· 
I 
.. 
- 1 ine·ar and quadratic model, it is important to note the costs and re-
·._· . .,r 
strictions that are associated with each model. The linear pro~r~m 
. ~ 
·~ 
__ includes. linear costs with upper and lower bound restrictions on the 
variables. Typical restrictions· are (1) production must, be non-
. 
. 
negative, (2) the number of reiqlar production hriurs must be ~qual'to ,, 
or less than the regular hours available an~Q (3) ~ restriction on the 
maximum amount of overtime available per period. Linear programs can 
__ ,,.. ' 
(' also include a piece-wise linear convex cost curve as shown in Figure 
1.1·. 
- "'i,..: 
. The piece-wise linear convex cost curve can be replaced by a con-
tinuous qulldratic .cost curve which is continuo·us over the interval 
from· minus infinity .to plus infinity. No boundaries are require·d to be. -
examined nurneltcally since all points on the curve are from a contiti~ } 
..... I , 
I 
ous function and can be found analytically. The .distinction between 
the quadratic and linear curve ·in Figµre 1.1 should be noted. If the 
model operates in the area of the vertex of the two linear functions, 
• • I 
I 







· quit~ large._ · The hypothesis . .is that a piece-wise linear -approximation -••··O 
'I'" 
•-•··!·• • ) • .... a~~ l,l . -.-~ 
c.osts than the qu·adratic model shown,· but the quad_r,atic curves describe. 
- . .r'_.j 
the phys teal Peosta ac.curately enough to warrant· the use of · a quadra_.t::ic 
' I . 
• I 
approximation ln a production smoothing problem. The relatively simple 
' 
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:approximation ,to the production. costs as propos~g by Modigliani. and,--Hohn,--~-""··· ..... ,, 
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appeaiing when it meets the objectives of a production smoothing 
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. The. Quadratic Model 
.. 
. ·1 . 
. './ . " . 
. ' 
. .. Modigliani and Hohn(g). developed a production smoothing model ·for 
"' 
the problem.of scheduling production of an item over _N 1 periods of t~e 
ho.rizori (1) · to satisfy known requirements a~d (2) to minimize cost. 
• I . 
For a feasible solutibn the in~entory restraints a~e 
~ 
' 
hk - h + X - s > 0 - k-0 k· k - 1, · 2 , . • • ,rt · · 
h" ho~ + XN - SN- -·O. N - - --~-·· 
I, 
~. 
_ho - initial inve'ntory 
. ' 
hk inventory 
. the kth per'iod 
-
1n 
.Xk - cumulative production through period K 
Sk = ·cumulative requirements through period K 
t. = number of production periods )-, , .. ,\i- "'1J . 
. ' 
.J 
The production constraints. are 
xk > 0 
l . k · ...:.: 
1 
1 , 2, , .a.,. • • :• , t. , . 
·it < SN 
- . 
;- j f 
.··· 0 .. 
' I 
N - periods in,~he pl~nning horizon 
. . 
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costs an~ a, quadratic function·-~~ /.represent t~e production c~~ts is 
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'. • f" i .. 
CN_.= total cost ·of' producing _and storing. the .given _requiremen·ts t 
for the planning period· 
. -
" •. •~i I 
{ 
ft{odigl iani, F-. , 1 and F. H,ohn@J op. cit •. , pp. 46~66. 
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· ... {; 
- production costs .. I 
. I 
- inventory storage ·costs 
.. -. -~ . ~-".-·· ~-. ---· - , --·· ... .,. ·.' .. 
-: _costs which are independent -of· the p~9(1uctio~ schedule 
The assumptions of the model are 
' 
1. Tlie c·ost· · of .production is the same function in .each period -of 
2. ~ 
. ,· 
·. the horizo.n and can be· represented by: -
N 
~ =_ I F(xt>.· 
·~ t=l 
~ 
The ma~inal cost· function_ ·l 
. ~ 





f(x) - dF(x) 
dx ,• 
., .. :• .;, 
,• ~ 
,. 
is non-negative, monotonically increasing and-continuous. 
f 3 •. The storage costs are proportional to the · le.ngth of time 
stored and can be represented by: 
c-s -a[ ho -2 +f ht J 
t=l 
l . :\ .. 
·h_t = average change in inve·ntory per period 
,. 
· a = cost of storing one unit for one period 
1· 





The optimal solution d-erived by Modigli_ani and Hohn for a quadratic 
,, 
cost-function repr~sented by 
-(-·3 ,-. -~· . -~.....,.;c_.__-.,-~,,-- ---·----··i--'-




- . .., .• . 
is as fo_llows: · ,,, 1 
· 
·--·--~·--·--·-··------ . ----- ........ ________ .. __ ~ . -· . ----------·--··- .. -------·-· ' .__ . ------- . - . ·- . --- . -.. --.. ·····-· .. ._ ............. - -·· --~ .. --~---- ·. ____ . -- .. ___ · __________ · __ .. J: __ c_c, --------------~--·- .. - tf- . 




~ -g-,r:i'. P(X t)· -· cumulative production requirements _through period t 1, 1 ff 
.J 
t - time base ,-
. _:· . . _. '. ... ··- .-, ·~~- - ·-·-· 
. : . ~ ~ . - .. 
~. ' . 
. a ~ 2A, where A 1s the coeffic·ient of 1,:he second order term·~ in 
- . ~. 
·.12 · 
' . -~·:--~ 
"' , . ····• 
r ~ :, . 
~ .. (~- , __ 
- --------
.. ~ -
• I .i' . .- ... \ 
. I . 
" .. • r~· . 
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.. The optimal production quantity for the first period and th·e length 
of the s:ub-horizon is obtained by 
' It , 
_ Max [· Pr@t _ t( t-l}a -,J.' 
'X1 - t t 2a 
the ·following equation: 
t - 1, 2, ....... , 
pr@t - cumuli3tive requirements less initial inventory 
·~-·(5) 
·The value x 1 is calculated for each period within the pla~ning horizon 
by ~quation (5). · The maximum xi is selected as the optimal production· 
. quantity for the first period. The value of ! corresponding to the 1 1 
-maximum xi is the end of the f irs·t· sub-horizon. The optimum production 
/ quantity fo_r each. period of the sub-horizon is calculated by. ~qua~ion 
(4). The pr9cess is repeated for· the Temaining t+l to N p~riods; 
-
however, the .. cumulative production requirements are reduced by th~. 
~mount produced in·the first t per~ods. 'I 
Application of the.Quadratic Model 
To a~ply the model(!) the production costs were represented by a 
' quadratic function and (2) · a manpower adjustment rule was developed to. 
(10) . provide for changes. in the .·p~oduction level. At.kins developed an 
optimal.quadratic_approximation·of production. costs and-a linear. man-',_ 
" 
. _power .adjustment rule .. for the Modigliani .. and Hohn model· to apply to a· 
. 
. 




" th-e cumulative. savings in overtime ( idletime) iu the plann:i)ig horizon 
~ . .. ' .. ;.,. 
'-----------=--c-, .. · ... ·. ..--.-- by. addlrig .. (.fif_~·~&:l; a worker·, be e·q~Jt! tQ _or gr_e.ater than-•.the eumttlative' ~~--•-•~--~-· • •n•.,,.,_.-=..-.-..-=-~'-"·-·~...-.-~---....-.--=•-rV"-"'• ,_ ,a-,..=- ,,·;;·-·-_,, . ., _ _. ..•. ., •• --. • ·•-• •"• •• 
I .. 
.:. . . . ,• . . .. 
' '··- . 
. - ~ \-_; 
·cost of hiring an_d firi.ng. u It is not r_equired that· the sav~ngs occur 
. . . . ~ . in consecutive months but they must -occur within the: same horizon_.~ . I . 
The inventory co~ts are represented by a linea~ functiori in the 
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··10. Atk_ins; H.·, op. cit., pp. 26-38. 
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. · -model and th·e change in manpower is de·termined 
O
by the overtime ( idle-
t~me) schedule for the horizon •. The re~aining costs to be approximated 
··"'· by the quadratic pro(;luction cost ·function are regular time, idletimEi 
. . .,_;.- , '"". :· 
and overtime. The. production costs are _represented by ;1 · .. 
C = productio~.costs 
, p . I 
·, 
I 
!· .. ; r ·~ .; 
... 
CPP - premium labor costs 
... 
The base 1labor .is assumed to•be a linear function and the premium labor 
~·- 0 
cost a quadratic function. 
~pb = Hx. 
H. - average hourly pay rate 
x - required pr~uction hours J 
2 . 
cPP = A' < x-k) + B ' c x-k) + c ' 
,k - shop labor capacity in man hours 
. > 
.By_ combining the two equations the cost of production • 1S ,;. 
" .. 




' As previously .noted. a of the proposed model • equal to twice the value 1S -
of 
cost· 
' .... ' 
., ~- ,,,•- ."' -~·, 
t 
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linear prelllium ~osts of idletime and overtime . the mo~e-1 can be app=i~~( _·. ; L 
·i ·. . . . . -- ~ ~ -· - - -·· · - . - .. - ("I I) · · . . .. t 
.to -~t"h-e,~p.-arti·c-ufa~~shop--.-- ---By- simulation, A.tkins - , -determined a = • s .. · -·- ·- I ·· 
. . . . . . I 
. - . 1, . . · ,, · t 
was :the· best value ·for :the def_ined shop.· costs.r r 
~ I 
«.·· .. fi r- .. 
,-
. Er .· 
r ··.-. 
·_·11.·:· __ ,·:Atkins, _H ... r····op. cit.,:_-pp. 31-38. 
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·· ·· The Linear Programming Model 
·. · . · · . (12) 
Elmaghrab_y, Jeske, and O'Malley · developed a production 
smoothing model employing" the techn'ique of linear programming for 
scheduling production in an optimal manner for the planning __ horizon. _ 




The restraints on the model are stated as follows: 
1. Regular time :. . 
(1) . 
.... .(°' ..... ' 
__ B:t = number of· regular hours available per man 
wt= ~-·size of .. work force in period t 
xt = h9~rs of reg·u1·ar time product.ion in period t 
c• 
2. Overtime 
The overtime is·restr-icted to.20% of regular .time. 
(2) 
Bf - ·overtime hours per employee in period t 
Yt =- overtime hours of production in period t 
Converting the regul.ar time and overtime restraints to 
the cononical form: 
' I 




. ' . ·. 
---... ·~-----.... --n,,'"s·L·~·. ·--· ~ --.L•,-.•,+-·,~- -~-' Le-----· 
f ,.c:··-'"i-
. .~ ......... -~~~----~. 
~- -.. 
s1 t .~ idletime of regular pr,oducti.o_n· hours 
. . 
_- ·----- ·_ . .__ __ -'- ~-~---~. ·. · ___ ,~~-----· 
.-.....c..___ . _---.-~----~--:--:tr-:-----·----·--- -- -··-···- --·--·--
.... ·--- -----~-· -------· -~----~--······------··---~--- - . .--- --~- _.._______~··~· 
-----·---~--- ·-----. - ... ._..._... ___ ·-.···--·· 
· ____ .. ,: · _. · · S2 t = i°dletime of overtime hours which_ i.s zero-· · · · 
. t ·-··.". 3 •. - Inventory 
. '-. ,, ,, 
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It-l invent.ory in tne pre~ious period 
Rt forecast of requirements for period t · 
1· ~ inventory in period t 
't . . . 






Wt - Wt-l = change in work· force during period t 
U t · - represents an increase in· the work force · .. 
,,. 
·Vt~ repfesents a decrease in the work force 
The objective function of the model is 
I 
I. 
h - hiring costs of one employee . ·-., -
l - firing costs of one employee 
,. 
-L 
:a --· regular time product ion cost per hour --
p 
- overtime production cost per hour (1~5a) 
e· - idletime cost per hour 
i =·storage cost per hour producftion per month 
(')'' . . 




! .• _ ... 
/ . The .number of original variable's was reduced by using the following 
equation "in ·place of equation· (3). 
. -' F; 
\f ,· 






-S3t ~ 2.. Rj -
j=l 
I 
.Q· ·t = 1,, 2, 
r 
s .. ,= product ion in excess of the requirements 
·. 3t · _ · , . 
, .r" .. 
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' . 
R. = cumulative requirements .through. period t J 
N = periods in the horizon 
The revised objective.f~nction for period tis written as: 
·c.. .. , ..... -
.. 
_ ... -:'< • -
Ct= hUt + lVt + aXt + bYt + eSlt + iS3t . I 
The cumulat·ive objective function to be minimized is as -follows:· 
-
N 




TC - total cost for ·the planning horizon 
"· 
The necessity of bringing the manpower output of the linear. 
program to an integer value is reduced by Ci) the lack of accuracy 
) 
in the foreca:st and cost data and (2) the size of the work force. 
However, Elmag:hraby et. al. developed the fallowing· rule for, a 
.. 
sys~_ematic me{hQ_d o·f bringing the manpower .to an integer value. 
Any ·rounding of manpower is reflected i.n changes of overtime, 
idletime, and/or i.nvento"'tY during the horizon period. The gu_idelines 
for rounding are 
f.:. 
. ' 
· 1. · If the manpower figure.s obtained' from the. linear program · 
are integral, then the ma.npower lev~l is not changed; 
" 2. The value of manpower f,or the last, period of the horizon 
is the largest integer valu~ ob~ained by 
./ 
• 
I i, ..... 
. - - =• 
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. m8 . = smoo·thed manpo~er ---
- . ·- .. ., 
·- ·· _ m1 P. = manpower ·level obtained from the· linear program 
·. . 
' I .r 
· 3. All remaini.ng values with a man .. t"issa ~- • 85 or s .15 ·are · 
\Ur? 
rounded up or down respect:ively ~· 
• J 
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or a series of elements is between 0.15-and 0.85, the 
. Beri~s of values are rounded.to the nearest .integer based 




The rules are 
'. 
a. If both end points are larger than t~e elements in 
·~the series, all values are roundeµ up to the 
·,J....--. . 
nearest integer. 
b. If both end points are smaller than the elements 
.in the series, all values are rounded down to thei 
nearest integer. 
c. If the integral endpoints are different, the series .. , 
is.rounded half up and half down to· the nearest 
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mk = beginning element of the-series 
. _r1n_.-. ·_; -\ ~ - last ele
ment of the series 




-j-k + 1 = length of the series 
[ ] == largest integer value 
All adjµstments to the manpower· are converted. to 
an intermediate · 
value of inventory which·· is calculate
d by the equation: 
Since 
i = 1, 2, .•. , N 
Where, 
" 




Ii inventory level obtained from the
 linear program 

















than one period in the horizon is affe







If the intermedi~te value of inventory
 (I 1) is negative, the overtime 
for period i -is increased. 
Where 
-
·1 ,·. =· 0 
. i -
- . 





_ When inventory and overt~me are sched
uled in the same p~ri·od- and the 
production rate is decrea~sed, - the ove
rtime is adjusted for the required 
~ 
·Tests are performed to assure overtim
e and idletime do not 
_, - 9hang~. 
~. 
- . ~----
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• the same period Any inventory created in the Nth period .occur 1n • 
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DESIGN OF THE EXPERIMENT 
.Variables· in·the· Experimental Model 




,/ ·. · The operating conditions under which the models were compared in-· 
. 
-
volv·ed two classes of variables: (1) changes in the external en-
- 4;'-1 < 
vironment which are not under· the control of· the shop and (2) cost 




ables (factors) selected to evaluate each,model we-re (1) variability 
of the forecast, _(2) market trend, (3) hiring and firing costs and -(4) 
_ i
1
nventory storage ·cost. Each variable . was assigned two leve-ls of 
L -
value. This represented sixteen different conditions under which to 
., 
test each model. The number of variables that could have been • spec1-j) 
• 
·fied was quite large, some were selected for stuc;ly and others ignored. 
.... 
In ~ffect the factors selected represent a sample from all possible 
changes. 
The variability of the.! forecast is a measure of the stability of 
· the demand for the product. As the fluctuation in demand increase~ the 
variability increases. · · This was controlled in the experiment .by vary-
. fng the . stanc:lard deviation of the forecast d-istri but ion. The low and . .. -~ !, \-, 
via t ion · of two and five uni ts respect_i v·ely ~ Figure. 3 .1 illustrates 
·_the two cases co,sidered. 
. . A· second f dto; external to the" shop is the . growth and decline in 
-the demand for the product., In the standard model the environment was 
. \. -- . 
represented by a market gr'owth of 5% ,per year upon which was super-
) 
imposed a moderate cyclic pattern,with·an amplitude of·± 10% of the 
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FIGURE, 3.1 Probability Distribution of Sales 
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. ' - . 
mean and· a time period of three yea.rs. The alternate level of.the 
factor was a declining market with the same cyc_l ic pattern described -
' 
above. To allow the models in the experiment to operate over the same 
. 
range of forecast values of growth and declining market conditions, 
,· 
· · starting· means of 62 and 50 man hours per hour were selected for f·the 
· _declining and growth markets respectively. 
The cost associated with. hiring or firi~g _.a man in "shop x" is 
· $425 per man. The alternate val·ue selected for the experiment was 
$625 per man. The cost associated with inventory stqrage in "shop x" 
is $0.00212557 per man hour per hou~. The alternate value was twice the 
standard cost .. By changing these two cost parameters in the expertment 
noticeable changes in the am.ount o,f overtime, idletime, . inventory 
and changes in.the work force occurred. The ~ensitivity of each 
model was· evaluated· by comparing the changes in the costs associated 
' 
with each measurement variable. 
Experimental Design and Analysis 
.. __ , 
···t.., 
Techniques considered in designing the experiment included making 
'· ~· 'l 
·• 
a ser·ies of 1ndependent alterations of the experimental vari11bles in 
the standard model and noting the effect of each change. Disadvantages 
• 
of this method, are that (1), the interactions are ignored and (2) 
.. 
'• 
.. : l 
'.t-t 
~- .. 
. ' C: 
l . 
I . . .i I I 
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little generality in the results are obtained. -It is p6s~ible th~t·a 
change in one of the factors of the experiment. may affect the model 
. . ; i. . 
··:,-.. ··-· . _. __ ::·. __ -.. -~---· .. 
only if some other factor is varied. By making single changes in the 
, , 11 
... 
-model, the effect can' only be· applied to simil_ar shops. However, by 
~· . 





- , .. :_ 
of generality is obtained. The factorial design of an experiment 
J 
,' -·: ··_. - . 
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- . ~ . 
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. 
--- enables -a study of- ·the main effects· and higher· order interactions. 
"' ·~ The four experimental variables and· the two levels associ.ated 
) . 
. ' . ' . . . 4 
·-: :with each variable ·represent~ a 2 - factorial design.· ··Tne· f ollow·ing --
. ·" 
. -~ .. 
·- .,notation . used to note the level of each factor. 1S 
. - -
1 all factors . the standard model - _1n 
-






















... ,.,-~~' / \ 
•· 
abed all factors • the a_l ternat i ve case. - in Figure 1 of the 
Appendix A -gives-a compos·ite list of the experimental factors •. - The 
equatiOn(14} of ·estimation for the experiment is written a}: 
. . 
! 













Yabcd - the observed response for each cell -
{ ~; . 
. ~ . 
~-
. ... 
. . " 
µ, - tnean of all trials 
. If: 
. . . - . . 
--·-----~-~---:., ______ -----_- . --~ 
-~·-- -~-: .. ----'-~-----'--*----. ----------··"·---·---- ----·------;:---/----------·-· ---·- .. -------·-----···--·-.. __._ ___ .... ~-,.!-., ••• ·-·--"" ··~--G·-----~·-.. ·--- .·-_ _ _ P ._ -~·-- .. ~·- .. -~--- -· . -~-~--. -----
A·.· . effect of factor A - main I a 
J 
. -;,, ' 
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• . . -f 'i_., ; ·~ .,,.·. . ;, •. 








-AB b - interact if>n between factors A a1;1d B. 
- , a _-




. ,. !. ,· . 
.· :r ..... ~\ . . :·'!..-_-·, •- ,· 
. I - . 
• j .,..:t 
{ _· 
. "i•-> .• f I . 
action • different from· 1S 
.. 
zero it means- the combi-
. • ·'\ 
·, nation of A ~nd- B has·· some effe~t. over and above 
·.- :"~ 
14.· _ :navies., 0. L., The Design __ and Analysis of Industrial Experiments, 
N~w- York: Hafner Publishing Co., -_1963, p. 255. 
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, . . 
the individual effects of A and B. ·· . .  
.... . : .. ·.-.·· 1 ... · -.· ·.··· ·- -_..· ,.· / ... - -· ·--- .. Eabcd = the ex·perimental error term. f • ! 
. -· 
' . 
. The analysis · of variance is normally used in the evaluation of 
, ... · the data obtained from a factorial experiment. The estimate of the -
. / error term can usually be obtained (1) by assuming the interactions 
higher than the first order ·are zero, (2) by previous data or (3) by 
'· 
rf3plication of the" experiment. Preliminary--investigation indicated the· 
assumption that the second and third order interactions wer~ zero-did 
not appea1r reasonable. Previous data was not available to est·imate the 
error term for either model, and the allocation of computer time did 
not allow· replication of the linear program. Therefore, a method 
. (15) , presented by Cuthbert Daniel · · for I I 
·_ )· 
inspection and criticism of data 
from factorial experiments was· used in the evaluation of the linear 
programming model. 
The half-normal plot analysis of the data from a 2n factorial 
I 
experiment r·evE!als problems such as '(ll the error variance is not the 
same for all observations, or (2) the;effects are not normally distri-
., 
· - buted, or (3) the existence of extreme values in the· data. . To evalu-
ate the data, the absolute value of ihe ~ffects are.6rdered and 
' •.• 
£ • 
plotted .. on half-normal· grid paper ... The ·half-normal grid can be. c_~n~ ~----'-~·--L--- . . . - -----·, ... 
. structed on a sheet of arithmetic (normal) probability paper by 
• ' - ~ 
·- - r 
· .. -- -. _:_dele_ting the printed probability seal~ ·P for"t:he range less than 50%. 
· For the ~ange ~reater than 50% ~eplace each . val·ue of P by the corre-
· .. ..--, 
. -
. 
sponding value P~ wher,: 
15. · . . . ' Daniel, c._,. "use of Half-Normal Plots .in lnterpreting . Factorial . . . . " '. 
. Two-Level Experiments, Technometrics, Vol. 1, No. 4,(Nov. 1959) 
<.-_-
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< -. \I 
·:p' = "(2P - 100) /100, i = 1,2,3, ..• , n . (l) ·. 
·: The 1 ·ordinate of the eff·ect to be plotted is obtained by: 
P' ·= (i - 1/2)/n, i = 1, 2, , •..• , n 
·c2> 
· i .w·bere , · 
... 
n = number of effects to be ·plotted. I 
T&e ~bsolute valu~ of the contrast is plotted on the abscissa • 
. ·, 
. As~an illustration of the half~normal plot technique, the analysis 
was applied to the measure.ment variables total cost and overtime of the 
quadratic model .. The absolute values of ~the .effects were ranked by 
' taking the square root of the mean. square associated with each effect. 
The mean square values were obtained by an analysis of variance computer. 
program. The ·results are given in the first column .of Figure 3.2. 
Xhe ordinate values which were obtained by equation 2 are given in 
column 3. .Figure 3.3 pres~nts the plot of the data. The data is 
assumed. to be normally d.istr·ibuted and the poin.ts should lie on a· 
. ' 
· straight line.· The variable iJ indicates an.extreme effect since it 
is not i.n line with ·the other data. The main effect and interactions 
-, A, ABD ahd AD also appear to affect the normality of the data but 
.,r 
JI,! do not indicate extreme effects .. The graph of the data should point 
' 
·-·--··----. ··---'-'-~· 
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. was introduce~· by the extr~me effect D. 
. ' 
- . 
. A_ standa.:r~ized half-normal. plot·· of the data allows the use of a· 
··fixed 1 ine f o.r comparison rather than an arb~ trary 1 ine · drawn through · 
the_points~· Guardrails are available for the 5% level of sighificatice • 
I . 
._!o convert the effects to a scale-free set of ordered statistics, the 
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F.IGIIRE -3._i__ ___ --_Ha1f~no.rmal Plot of the Vari,able· 
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·· The value of the standard deviation is roughly estimated. by the contra.st 
for which the ordina_te is most nearly- 0.683 or. 68.3 percent. For the 
15 cells considered in the experiment this value corresponds to the-
. 11th ordered statistic. The standard half-normal plot is given-flt 
.. 
Figure 3 .4. The results indicate the· effects D, ABD and A are signf-
' ficant at the 5 percent level. However, the interaction AD should 
-·--
. -not be discarded until addi tiona-1 investigation is performed. Also . ·, 
note the bit's is indicated by the failure of the data to be 'distri-
bute··d about the standard 1 ine. 
./ . 
To illustrate a different type of relation between the variables,'. 
the absolute ordered effects obtained from the variable overtime are· 
given in Figure 3 .-5. The results indicate the data is from two sepa-
rate distributions. The failure of the contrasts to ,point toward the 
ori.gin ind-~cate the three extreme effects AB, ABC and C act together 
to inflate the remaining effects in the experiment. The amount ·of \ ' 
•. 




a standard half-normal plot only tfie first t~elve ordered~values ex-
. 
' 
eluding the three extreme effects, were considered in the estimation. 
' ' 1 
of the standard deviation.· The ninth ordered value was selected, since: 
it is.nearest 68~3%. Figure-3.6 is a standardized half-normal plot of 
. ~ ..... ~~" 
....... -----·-- ....... •--·· 
·------ ' s.------·- .N-"'·-•- --·-
the variable overtime with the 2400 units of· bias removed. · The.graph 
,,. of_ the combined replications of the quadratic -model (Figure 3. 7) · indi-
-~-~-
cat e - the extrefue values ahd the bias introduced into the remaining 
effects ·were removed from the mea-surement · var.iable. 
=~ .. ] Simulation· 
(' 
l l ~ 
• - -· t A simulation model js not used continuousl.y, therefore allowances. 
.,. .. 
. •-:.. ,- .. l ' 
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Half-nonnal Plot of the 
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j 
are made to enable the· model -to adjust to the -abrupt beginning of 
operations. This problem was adjusted fo_r by discarding initial datar· 
from consideration and the choosing of starting crinditions to· reduce 
,/' 
'initial transien~. The two starting conditions specified for each 
· .·model were (lj' -starting manpower and (2) inventory. The manpower was 
based on the starting production capacity of the shop. The .estimation 
" 
~:) 
of the beginning inventory was difficult' since each model determines 
the optimal inventory based on th~. shop parameters. The best estimate· 
'· , • .r 
-·· 
of ·,the starting inventory was obtained by. simulating each model for a 
period of five years under.the standard conditions of "shQp x" without 
.trend. The average inventory was 900 hours for the quadratic model-and 
1100 hours for the linear programming model . 
Each model was tested with a ~tarting inventory of O and 900 hours. 
The quadratic model reached identical production, overtime, idletime, 
inven_tor·y and manpower lev~l after the 9th period regardless of the 
,.r' 
starting·inventory. The linear program did not o~tain the same_ pro-,,. 
I ~- J 
•. 
' . duction figures; however, the cost of production~ fqr the first nine 
periods was reduced by 4.2%.with a starting inventory of 900 hours. 
, 7 Obtaining a good compromise set of .star,t,ing conditions is-'cer-
' 
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·--~ selected as the starting inve,ntory level. This level 1-was certain~y 
c more1 efficient -than the z~ro. starting conditions-. Hawever, the 
--· ·---~---· -· ·.-• ---~- • . --:--------•··•·-- L-- -- -
.. · . ( . -~ 
/ . question may be asked as to the use of different reasonablestarting. 
· ,eondit-ions for.eac·h.rnodel. · This presumably reduces· the initial "time 
·required to allow .the starting transient to ndie dut", but the· problem 
··-, 
. 'i , 
' .. 
~l,t .-. ~,-' 
.. 
.. 
. ·, ~ .-. J . 34 
' . 
. '-.,_;- ·. c 
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,,. 
of possible biasing the result~ was considered.(lG) 
..../ 
If it is desirable 
to make statements about t~o alternatives, the models should be tested 
under ~is cl·ose·to identical conditions as possible. 
. -·- ..... ,, ............. .,_, . ._ 
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· was simulated for a period of 48 months. After the first 12 months, 
' . b • 
cumula~ive costs were maintained .for each of the measurement variables. 
.. 
The production s9hedule generated by each model was based on the 
. forecasts for each month of the horizon. Thus another problem to 
• 
consider is the source of the simulation data. The forecast is a 
prediction of the demand that will occur during the period. The actual 
demand cannot be determined until approximately the last day of the 
month. As previously analyzed(l7) the forecast data in man'hours per 
,. 




a cyclic variation of the forecast data. The~f6re, f~r each month in 
--":-. 
the simulation period, a normal distribution with a different mean 
which moves along the trend and cyclic path but with the same standard 
,i . 
'!, A . 
deviation was use.d to generate the . f·orecast. The forecast for each 
month in the· simulation pe:r.:Jiod was determined by mul,tiplying the 
-
standard deviation, cr -=,2· or 5, by a random normal number, (µ, = O, . 
. . 
demand in . man hours per hour to man· hours per month., multiply by the . 
' . -
. .g ..... " .' 
• <· :,t ~ ''\ \_ • • '1 I • I• •', ,+' 
number---Of--~productive hours for- the corresponding month. The productive 
. ' 
· .· hours per month varies ·depending on vacations, schedule down time and 
.,· 
- -- -... J.6 •. ·convJay, lt .. W., ffsome Tactical Problems in Digital Simulatlon," 
1 Mana·gement~-Science, Vol.· 10, No. l(Octobf!!r 1963),. pp •.. 47-61. 
,·· .· 17~ ... Atkins,. H· •. , op._ cit.,· p. 33 • 
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I 
the -number of working days per.month. 
Demand data was generated to vary within an approximate range of 
20% of the forecast data. To achieve this variation, a coefficient 
of variation (C.V. = .05), was selected for the-demand distribution. 
The -forecast for pe~iod t of the horizon was used as the mean of the 
-
;' . 
·c1emand distribution for the t period. The mean was multiplied by the 
-
... 
coefficient of variation to determine the standard deviatton of the· 
particular demand distribution. To determine the actual value of the 
demand the standard deviation was multiplied by a random normal number 
(µ, = O, o - 1) and added to the mean of the demand distribution. 
... 
Different forecast and demand data was generated for each cell of the 
24 factorial -~xperimen.t. However, the same data for each cell in the 
I 
experi~ent was used with each model. 
.... :,. 
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CHAPTER IV 




~'-.. Each model was s·imulated wtth every combination o~"the experi-
··'---, .. , .. , 
'-






. ',I; . -
)-
to estimate the main and interacting effects. The analysis of ·\1,.J:1riance 
' ~--
• - I ' was used to analyze the quadratic model results and the half-norm~ .. 




mating the extreme effects in the linear program model. Typical inputs 
. 
. for the two mod~els are given in Appendix C. The cumulative ·costs for , 
the. measurement variables of each model are ·present~d in Appendix D. · 
··~ 0 
. For each cell of. the experiment a different set of random numbers was 
generated, however, the same set of random numbers was used with each· 
model. . ' 
_P 
! . . . I 
-Replication of the quadratic· model was possible, s:ince the cal-· 
"culations per' month required approximately 10 seconds on the IBM 1410 
computer. The 1 inear program model required approximately\ 20 min.utes 
per .. month on the IBM 1410 computer. The ,IBM 7094 computer was less 
. expensiver to perform the simulation of ~the linear programJ however, the 
,budget allowed only one replication of the factorial experiment. 
;i ... 













. · The re-sul ts for the average shop are obtained by using the 
' 
' 
-----~--·---- . . . arftnmetfc--~verage -over.the ~16-,runs of the cor·responding. measure for 
I 
:i 
each cell. · These averages are presented i·n Table 4 .'l. · . t'---'--- ' 
. ~,;,:• 
1 ... 
' 1' . 
18. · Daniel, op. cit., p_p~.- 311-34_1. -. ·e, r- •" • 
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Over-All Averages of the 16 Experimental Runs 
. - I 
~ l . 
By using total cost as a criterion. for comparison, the linear pro-
~-
gram averaged 0.16% less than the quadratic. This difference is in-
. ' 
significant cost-wise; however, the-difference in the utilization of 
the variables over.time, idletime and change in work: force is worth 
·- l 
noting. (1) The linear p_;rogram adjusted manpower to adapt, to the 
" 
.. 
changi~g ~nvironment while the quadratic model utiliz~d the variab~~s 
of-overtime and idletime. This variance in the two models reflects. 
' 





















,. '· (2) . The linear program will. hir,e or. fire an employee if the 'savings ~ 
·--~- --..----_- ---·---------··-----·-----------_. -·-------------- ---··------------.- ---------------------_---- ····-·--- -·-· -~· ---- ·--:·._ 
-r.. 1 . 
~:_;;_;; 
in overti~e or idletime exceed the cost of hiring or firing respectjve--
. -- . 
. (3) .The· q_tiadr_atic mo.de! requires t'he Sijving~ ·tn overt·ime ·or idletimEf 
, I 
to ·be equ~l _to or greater .than the ·c·ost .. ·of··hiring ~-nd fir·ing. (4) 
· Both :mod.els ··base the dee-rs.ion· of chang·ing production capacity on the 
' . proposed· procltJct ion: ·schedule for the horizon period. Thus,· one model · 
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·; . . " 
may vary. the .work force or overtime more than the other 0 model but on 
' 
' 
the average the costs of production are the same. 
I· 
. The difference in the premium time is $719. Premium time represents .. 
····- ,-i-t he costs of idletime, inventory, change in work force and the premium. 
. . 
. . 
charges of overtime ($1.00 per hour)'.,,··1 .0ne-third of the regular overtime i 
changes are included in the premium variable. 
,:.- . 
The costs assoctated with overtime, idletime, inve,~to_:r,y and change 
. in work :force indicate the difference in the models to be $3628 while 
I 
the differenc~ in total cost indicates a,difference of $1043. The 
~ ---•c·· difference of '$2585 is the additional amount expended by the linear 
program for regular time production during the 36 month simulation 
::period. i r 
.. 
<t· The typtcal model is a description of the average performance of 
each .model under the various conditions defined by the different com-
binations of the experimental variables. In particular it is _the .:;.'1' • 
• 
. 
object of this study to determine which conditions resulted in behavior .. 
( 
,, 
by the mod,el · significantly d if.ferent from the avera_ge. Hence, the 
average is the standard of comparison by which to evaluate t·he e.ffects 
of the various alterations in the model. 
~ .,. 
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. Th·e increase in the variabili.ty .of ·de:mand in the environment ·was 
- -- -- -- ------- -
--- -- - \', 
I ; 't. -, 





. ;·,,-... , ....... . 
A: .· 
-c .-~. -· -- ·--: ;-·-
-
)·'.· ·. 
iricreases would then be r~flected in changes in the work force if the . 
l'/ .• :length of the subhorizons remained unchanged. 
~.J \ ..•. · 
. The effects of the change in the variability of the data .are give:n .. · .· 
·.· in Table·_ 4.2. The va.lues given represent the deviation of the 
measurement variables from the respectiyE3 .average model. 
39 . 
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Effects of a Change in the Variability of the Environment · 
/' 
·'· The environmental change of incr~~sed market variability signifi-/ 
, / 
cantly increased the premium ~o~t's of th.e quadratic program. The 
. 
, incre~se in inventory was no~'expected since the variability tends to 
shorten the -subhorizon planning period. If the subhorizon is shorter,. 
· · the le·.ngth of timE.:l for/ carrying inventory is decreased. The comparison 
of the two models /indicates the · linear program model performed more, 














replica~,ed data of the quadratic program indicate the incr~ase ... in the 
1 
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; 7 ··anaiysis of the measurement variables associated with the linear 
. pr·ogram did not 1ri.dicate any main effect "from ·-the a·1 teration in the 
ma.rket conditions ( See ·Appendix E) • 
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The backorde.rs for the linear program are 241 hours greater than . 
the quadratic model. Since the cost of backorders is extre•ely high 
: ~for shop X, a larger safety stock may be required for the ·1ine·ar 
program. 
Main Effects of Market Trend 
The market growth and decline occurred at· a 5% rate.· The growth 
I.,.,--
and decline were irregular since there were cyclic swings above-and 
'below the trend.. The effect of a declining market on the cumulative 
n 
_.._, D 


































Effects of a Declining Market 
. , 
Diff ere nee . 










• -- • • ' • • •• > • • -----~-----·--· -- ·-:--f-·-
. __ -__ ~- .... _ .-~. Crmsiaer~ the~meas-u~emenrvarlaD~es~ f0t81 cost· ind premium time 
·. , . .: . . ··-- . ~ . . . . 
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· models scheduled _ t·he production with approximately the same costs. The 
, . differences in the total costs and premium costs associated with eacll, 
' fF"' 
, .. -...:. 
model are·$367 and $241 respectively. 
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' ----- ---· - - -·---+-·- ---·--------.----
· 1ength of_. the subhorizon period~ As the subhorizon is decreased, the 
·_changes in the manpower are decreased. This is reflected by both 
models under the declining market conditions. The quadratic program 
I . 
• 
. requires e the time· period··as the linear model to justify a change' 
,\--
in the force·~ The effect of the· decrease in manpower adj.ustments 
is indi ted,.by ·the increase in the variables overtime and idletime. 
The ·analysis of the experimental data relat·ed to the quadratic and 
linear programs indicate the measurement variables_ .. are not signifi-
.- . 
cantly affected by the, change .in the market trend·. 
1 
Main Effects-of Increasing Hiring and Firing Costs 
The hiring or firing cost for one man in. shop X was approximately 
$425. T·he alternate experiment.al value. selected was $625. As a result 
·of the increased manpower adjustment cost, it was expected that the 
total. cost of P,erformance should not change signif_icantly; however, . 
the costs of·overtime and idletime associated with each model should 
increase. The changes in the measurement variables associated with 
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-Idletime 
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Th.e t·otal costs ·of performance by the two· models · are . similar • 
The increase in the· manpower reflects the additional cost of hiring and ,. -
'"firing and does not reflect an increase in the number of manpower 
· changes. The overtiine is increased. to adjust for the-decrease in 
·the fluctuation of the manpower. The idle time did not increase as 
" 
predicted.,/ However, the indicated· effects are related to the average 
performance of each.model over all combinations of the experimental-
tp T-1'"'"" 
.. variables and are not related directly to the performance of each 
model under the· standard shop conditions. 
The analysis of the expe:rimental data related to the linear pro-
.,-1 
gram indicates the measurement variable change 'in .work force is affected .. 
p 
_by the increase in the cost parameter~ The qtia~ratic model variables 
of overtime and ·change in work force are significant"Iy affected (5% 
<., -·, 
leyel) by the increase in the hiring and f·iring costs~ 
Main Effects of Increasing -Lnventory Storage Costs 
The increase in storage 6o~ts was expected to create a positive 
effect on the measurement variables of overtime and idletime because ,, 
'L._._. I ' .. 4 
<I 
of a. decrease· in the length 'Of time for profitable carrying of in-
ventory. The models would then depend upon the va:fiables of overtime 
' ' 
and id let ime in order ·to adapt to the fluctuating forecast. At this . . !' -- ---·---------- r, ~---,-___;:___~~----'-'--~-~--------------
I , 
I 
. ·-, juncture the Ii.near program has not scheduled any idletime in meeting 
. , . . . . . .· 
_ . the production requirements withtjle three previously discussed ~-------~~--------··-----"~--:'--.:--:->-·-. . :--·-··· -,-:..:.- ' . : . --·--·. ·-
. i 
... - ..... -
7- .· 
· .... ' 
r_ .. ,: 
_ables. 
Eq-uation .(4) ·of -the ~·quadratic model -is: 
~x 
' - 1 i :.__:2 
_ max [ Pr@t 
- - t. -
C:-:' t 
- .•. • ,~ ..... ,, • ' - . JIii 
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O' = storage cost of inventory 
a ,_ twice the coefficient of the second ·order~ term .of the 
. '. '.'.\ 
. . quadratic production cost equation. 
. . ' 






reduced from O. 5 · to ·o. 25 by. the increase in thk storage costs. This 
reduces the value of a to the lower end of the optimal range as deter-
-
.. d. b Atk. ( 19) m 1 ne . y ~ · 1 ns • When the bound.arias of the optimum range are ex-
ceeded, th_e value of a should be re-evaluated for the ·.quadratic model. 
-
The effects created as a result of changing the storage costs are 
given ·in Table 4.5. 
Measurement 
































Effects of Increasing Inveµtory Storage Cost 
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---·· _'._._..,.____!..--¥ , 
the cost of every measurement v;ariable in both models. The ana~y.sis Ii} 
' '#· 
.. · 
r·--·. of the data from the quadratic model indicates the measurement vari-
,,. . 
' 
ables total/ c_ost, idletime, premium time, overtime and inventory are 
. signi.f icant_ly .. increased. 
. . _, 
. 
. 
All variables listed ·are significant at the 
,-,,,,, ... 
'- .. . .. 
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1% tevel with the exception of overtime which is significant at the 5% 
-
·.·level .. Tl1e ·analysis of the linear program data indicates the measure-
ment variables of total cost, premium time, idlet.ime, inventory and . ~ . 
· change in work force are affected by· the increase in s·torage costs. 
"-1he. increase iri the storage cost's c.reated extreme effects on the 
me.asurement varf ables of premium time, idletime and inventory . 
i 
.., 
Effects of Various Interactions· on the Measurement Variables 
To simplify the reference· to the ,interactions, the following 
letters are employed to represent the higher level of each f-actor: 





:r , .. 
' 
C 




increased cost of inventory storage 
The measurement variable total cost of the q~adratic model is not 
affected significantly by any of the interactions. The interactions of 
ABD and CD ·fndicate possible effects on the total cost of the linear I 
program. The inter.act ion ABD · is de:perident. on the level of D since the 
interaction of AB did not appear significant in any of· the measur~ment 
variabl~s. ABD is also a significant factor in creating additional 
e 
use of overtime.by the linear model. 
.; 
r'.~ 
The additionil overtime is in 
'· 
-- ----- -~---·-·--
.. ----~ ----- - --- -----------··--·--··- -··--
part caused by the inc~.eased variability of the forecast and the de-









' i ,. 
i 
t ~ 
--·---·-· -. - ,- ' 
.. 
,,. horizon. The in·crease in the cost of. -storage decreases the length of--
time it is proff'~a11le to carry inventory. The reduced inventory level · 
in.~conjunction with the reduced .subhorizon forces the model to vary ·the. 
. ' 
·product ion · rate by i the use of overtime to meet the given :requirements 
. I • 
., 
.... 1· .. 
t··. 
!' 
, - .. -I.. 45 
' . \, 
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:~: ·,· ' . 
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. , 
-rather than smoothing· product.ion through the use -of inventory and man-
power changes. The CD interaction decreases the amount of inventory 
. ·-· 
and the fluctuation·· in the work . force . To adjust for these increased 
co·sts the overtime ·and idlet ime are increased · to meet· the . product ion 
-------:i 
.requirements. The CD interaction is a significant factor in creating 
a larger number of backorders in the linear program. ·The increase in 
the backordersis a result of a decreased inventory level. 
•. ·~ I 
- The measurement variables premium time,_ backorder and inventory· 
of the quadratic model are sensitive at the 5% level to the interaction 
AD. The .. _incr~ase 1 in premium ti.me reflects, the additional storage costs .• 
The backord~rs incr_eased since the actual level of the inventory de-
creased with the increased variability and storage costs. 
The quadratic model measurement variables of overtime" aI)d back-
orders are affected ~y the AB interaction at the 1% and 5% level 
respective·ly., Both variables tend to shorten the subhorizon planning 
period which in turn decreases the inventory level and increases the 
emphasis on'··changes in the production rate t·o meet the given require-
ments. The decrease in the inventory level increases the backorders. 
-The second order interaction ABC also affects the overtime costs. The 
.' 
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1 . 
quired to adjust the employment. The interactions -AB and _A}3C do not 1 .· ---'--------"-·· ...... ~ ... ------------- ·--~ -·-------- ----------------·----------··-·-·- ----·······"- . -······------------·- --···--··· ..... - - --·· .... ····----······· -···"" 
..... ··- -····-·-·-·--·'------· . -~------~------ :---···· 
· -------------affec~Cfhe premium ·time which indicates the measurement· variables 
i"-,.letime-, in\'Tentory and°"_changes in the work force are adjusted tQ __ _ 
.•.. 
, ' . -· 
absorb the increased cost of overtime. The resulti are pr~sented in·-
.\1,n.c·"',.lix E. 
' . t 
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· ~naly~is of· the Combined Experimental Data 
·4 ., -- ' ., 
.. The results obtained from each 2 factorial experiment were com-
" 
bined -into a 25 factorial.experiment for analysts. -The experiment.was 
.. 
-~naiyzed by the half-normal plot technique as previously described. The 
results of the analysis _are presented in Appendix E. 
•/ 
'·,The ineasu~ement variables total cost, ·premium·time, idletime and 
11 
inventory are affected by the incre~se in-storage cost$. This was · 
expected since both models were affected· by the experimental variable D. 
. ' 
·The quadratic program affects the measurement variables chan·ge in 
work force and idletime. As-previously discussed the work force changes 




' significantly greater than the linear program .. The analysis indicates 
the manpower changes_ ffre affected by the increased cost of hiring and 
firing. 
' l \ .,. .. 
Overtime is possibly affected by the second order inter,action ABC 
I : -
and first order interaction AB. -These effects are not extreme and 




~- In addition to the experimental factor D, the measur·ement :variable 
1
, inventory is a-ffected·;-by ACD and _BD'!. . All three conditions created 
.1~. 
. . 
extreme effects. - The results of· the analysis related to the ·number ·of · 
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--_ is necessary before. a definite experimental variable .can b~ _identified 
•l t 
f-
l ~ !1 . 
-~ 
"" 
·that affects the number of backorders. 
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'.. ) 
The sign test< 2_?) was performed on the two models to determine if 
-_ they differ in average performance. The experimental results obtained 
from the two .. models are in pairs since the 9bservations from each model. 
were obtained under similar conditions. ~e sign test ·determines whether 
. the median difference be'tw:een -A and B is considered. to be zero. If 
- I . . 
-
the sign test.was not significant, the t test was performed for paired 
-
· (2i,) · 




suits of the tests are presented in Appendix E. 
I T·he tests i"ndicate there are no differences between the -tworl 
models based on the'-1rneasurement variables of total cost, premium time, 
i inventory and backorders. The difference~ in the two models is based 
ori the variables overtime, idletime and change in work force~ The 
_ t_ests indicate at the 99% confidence level,_ the costs of overtime and 
; 
' ' idletime are less for the linear program. The quadratic program with. 
'\ 
the same- 99% confidence performed with less changes in the work force. 
The difference in the two models is again directed toward the two 
~ 
different manpower adjustment rules. In the selection of a manpow,er 
~qjustment -criteria, Atkins<22> tested the rule of dnly considering 
' the respective costs when hiring or firing an employee. The results 
'--obtained by i;j ...... tt~ ·.mulat ing this . rule indicate the premium costs were in-t"""'":' I, 
~ 
- . creased oximately 3.6% and the changes in the employment level __ 
20. ·Natrell:a, M~ G. ,- Experimental Statistics,· Washington, D.C.: U. ;S. Government Printing Office, August 1963, Section 16.p: l 
21. Ibid, Section 3.31.4 .. 
22. ·. Atkins, H., op:: cit., p. 81 .. 
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present employmen_t policy_ under the same conditions." 
' 
The average- data from the experiments, Table 4.1, · was modified 
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criteria was ch-anged. 
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' Cost Difference 






If the manpower .adjustment criteria of the quadratic model is modified 
' to consider.only the respective·c~sts of hiting or firing, the ap-. 
~ 
-
proximation of the results ind.icate the premium charges ~are increased· 
, ....... ,1 
approximately $1184 in relation 'to the linear .program. ·This indica-tes ,, ' 
C 
fhe; manpower adjuS-tm(int rule can be modified to meet th~c ,needs of a. 
.··,particular shop·withou,t·a signific·ant~change i.n the total cost of,,. 
,, 
,_ - operat ~on. 
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.CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
..•. .1· "· 
I , 
...... : 
Two production smoothing models designed for the same---shop .con- __ ·-.-- __ " 
.. ' ~ .... 
. ditions have-· been compared.1 The results obtained indicate the follow-
ing conclusions: 
,·, 
: . ,.ii; . 
'" . 
.. 
~·---·-- . - -- ---- --- - . -
1. There is. no slgni.ficant '"differe,nce · in the total cost of 
' " 
·performance by the,·two models~ 
2 •.. There .is. no significant difference in the premium costs of 
the two models. However, because of the difference in the 
manpower adjustment rules, the' linear program adjusts· man-
3. 
:.,...i 
. . 5. 
. ' 
power while the quadratic model varies overtime and idletime 
but maintains a relatively stable work force. 
Both models are sensitive to a cha~ge in inventory storage 
costs. 
The change in the storage cost is the only experimental 
variable to create idletirne in the linear program production 
~ schedule. This difference in the two models .refiects ( 1) 
the different manpower adjustment rules for the respective 
I 
models and (2) tn~ differences in the ap,proximatioil of the 
linear premium costs by a· quadrati~ func,tion. 
The manpower ad'just.~ent rules f.or the respective models can 
·- - - --· -
- - . - ~ 
·be adjuste.d to v·ary the rel at ion ,,,of the premiUJD v~r-iab~s- • 
. · .· /.. ' 
--"-~• ·-~·- •• ,-,·, r - _· 
:-:-··'. 
i 
- ------ ·--~- ------ :----~-.----- '" _ .. _ .. -··· --- · .. 
. : ,.• ·: .: 
-~·.A; 
---- ----~---------'-~-- ·------ -·- - - ---·- ··c_'._·. ----·-- ..• :-- - ., "'. - --- • 
_ ...... , 
., 
·To minimize the-,#llapremium -cost~ o_;l production, a work pool from 
which additional· employee:~ are ·selected should be considered 
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one production area of similar work is involved. This would 
enable the production rate ~o be fluctuated with less costs. 
. . \ 
I 
· · _6i. The computer time required to perform the linear program is. { 
' i ' 
. 
- ---- ..... - . ,----- ··---- --- -----··--;-~· ... ~-... 
-- ---.--.---~--
_! __ - --~~. 1 ~-
-·------ -··· -·-
.f 
. ' ·. 
! 
·.,·i,o. 
~ :·: . . . 




120. times more than the quadratic model. (20-minutes for · 
the linear program and 10 seconds for the qu·adratic to pe·rform 
the scheduling for one period). The cost difference can be 
significant as the frequency in calculating the product.ion . 





,Recommendations for Futiire.Investigation 
· . ,...... .... --'-, . 
" 1. Simulation of both models based on different industrial 
l 
' . 
conditions to furthe·r evaluate the quadratic cost concept. 
.• ._l·T ,,.~ 
Development of the model. presented by Modigliani-, Hol ~, Muth 
and Simon< 25> and Compare w.ith the linear and quadra\ic 
' models·to determine if the approximation of each cost ~ya 
_1',,. 
quadratic function improves the production ~chedule. 
. ·, Pevelopment of a nomograph for selecting the best value of. \ 
D 
a which represents the quadratic approximation 1-bf ·the pro- . -
duction costs for the quadratic model, under different shop 
_parameters • 
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-. APPENDIX A· 
. 
Variability_ of the Forecasted Demand·. 
1. Standard deviation= 2 
2. Standard deviation = 5 . I 
. 
Trend of Forecasted Demand~ 
1 •. Ascending trend with ·cyclic variatio~ 
2 •. - Descending_ trend with cycl i:c variation 
1· 
I 
Cost of Hiring or Firing. 
1. Cost of hiring f.~ring 
2. Cost of hiring= firing 
Invento:vy Storage Cost . / 
$425 per man 
I C 
-4 $625 . / per man 
" -·; 
1. Storage· Cost = 3. 90 per man hour per year 
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. ']. APPENDIX B 
. i 
. ) . Data From Shop · X 
·, . 




Average .,~Regular Time 
· ...... 
Average Premium Overtime· Rate 
Average Hiring Cost 
,.. .. ,·-·, 
Average Firing 9ost 
Average Inventory Holding Cost 
Working Hours per Day . 
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:Typical· Inputs to Models 
.,.. . . 
· St·arting Manpower· 
Cost of Hiring 
Cost of Firing 
,-., 
Inventory H~lding Cost 
.Experiment Number 
Random Number Seed 





..... ·- Experiments to be Performed 
,:c'- - 't 
-----·-...,,...----- -·-- ---- - -
Experiment Number 
Simulation Period 
Periods in Horizon 
~tarting Month -
Number of Cost Factors 
. I 
Hiring Cost 









.~ . - .. 
.. 
Idletime Cost 
~· . t • 
. - I Idle Overtime 
. . . 
.. 55· . < 
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Forecast Data (First of· 9 Months) 
Forecast_Data (9th Month) 
Demand Data (First of 9 Months) -
. ' 
. I 
Demand· Data (9th Month) 
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.·Factor. Levels · · ;Total Cost. 
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APPENDIX D. . J, · 
Model Outputs 
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Manpower 
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